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The most reliable and quick     
Professional system for        

Plumbing and Heating on the 
market, compatible with PEX 

and Multilayer pipe.

www.sharkbite.es
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PROFESSIONAL

Available in  ø 16, 20, 25, & 32 mm 

- NEXUS RANGE -

QUICK RELIABLE COST
EFFICIENT

Ø 16 x 1.8 
Ø 16 x 2.0 
Ø 20 x 1.9
Ø 20 x 2.0 
Ø 25 x 2.3 
Ø 25 x 2.5 
Ø 32 x 2.9
Ø 32 x 3.0

COMPATIBLE WITH PIPES

Solutions to Shape the World ™

PEXa - Multilayer

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSV5n_WOynJWIOl7SAEhWEA/videos

NEXUS assembly instructions:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yb_IJ6LlHcM&t=9s



Installation with PEXa or MULTILAYER pipe

1.  Cut the pipe making a
square (90°)

2. Bevel and calibrate the pipe

3. The GREEN indicator denotes 
that the connection has been 
performed correctly and safely

4.  Check that  the pipe is connected to  SharkBite Nexus  fitting by 
trying to pull the pipe apart in the opposite direction to the fitting.

Chemical
sealant -

Glue

Caution: Be careful with using chemical threads sealants, solvents,  PVC 
glues and  chemical products in general. 

Especially the anaerobic sealants used for metal threads cause stress 
cracks and breaks in contact with thermoplastic materials. 

Regardless of whether the threads of the accessories are metallic, the 
indirect or accidental contact with the plastic parts of PPSU can cause 
breakage or cracking.

Only PTFE thread or tape, hemp / tow must be applied in SharkBite 
NEXUS accessories.

Check the compatibility Chart

MANIFOLDS INSTALLATION

Easy to install
Pressure and flow, compensated

DISTRIBUTORS INSTALLATION

Easy to install
Pressure and flow compensated.
Reduce the hot water waiting time  without the 
need for recirculation line.

83% less of Fittings, 

comparing with the 

traditional Tee 

system installation. 

58 % less of Pipe

comparing with the

manifold system

installation (per ro
om)

Bevelling the pipe is useful for checking the compatibility with the pipe.  
The excessive internal space indicates that the thickness is not suitable 
and there might be a lack of  water tightness. An excessive force while 
inserting the fitting into the pipe indicates excess of thickness and  
possibility of moving up of the sealing element.

- ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIOS -

Clamp
Body

Sealing 
Element

Bevel
Ring Sleeve

SharkBite NEXUS is a system patented by  
Reliance WorldWide Corporation Europe S.L.
 
10 years warranty ( 25.000.000 $ )

EP 2 39 741 A1
WO 2010/092213

U 200900267
I 069 660 

NEXUS is a system of installation for  plumbing 
and heating where no particular  tools are 

needed. 

50% stock reduction due to the compatibility 
with PEXa and MULTILAYER pipes.

Made of  PPSU (poliphenilsulone).

Easy to install, reliable and flexible.

NEXUS is a system for professionals.

GREEN indicator  denotes immediately that the 
connection has been performed correctly.

SharkBite PEXa
SharkBite Multilayer
SharkBite PEXa UV Black Protection
SharkBite PEXa EVOH ( 5 ca pas )
Sharkbite PERT EVOH ( 5 capas )
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Protects from dirt Protects from moving up Security indicator

BIM
building
information
modeling

Cuerpo
Clamp 
Sleeve
Sealing element
Bevel Ring

Range

Compatible with pipes


